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**New bomb dropped on Reds**

Blockbuster blasts Laslately on surface

United Press International

**Student body elections scheduled tomorrow**

**Group studies fire protection**

**City claims $10,000 subsidy insufficient**

**Nixon expands veto benefits**

**Time care chief apartment-hunting concerns**

**Eco-tip-of-the-day**

**“Take a ‘walk’**
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**Eco-tip-of-the-day**

**“Take a ‘walk’**

When walking around campus, don’t take short-cuts across the grass, but the paved walkways.

When people start taking the shorter routes, the familiar, unsightly results are observed.
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EDITORIALS

senior challenge

Last spring was a time most college students would really rather not think about. According to sworn affidavits by three people, the University Police force is continually involved in suspending students for drug offenses. The situation was sparked by a pair of tragic deaths, and completely inexcusable events, the murders of four students at Kent and two at Jackson State.

In the wake of these slayings, the University's educational machinery ground to halt, and hasn't seemed to quite reach its normal capacity since.

Perhaps more important, however, is the impact—or lack of it—these tragedies have had on the nation.

One hope for a while at least that these events would cause the nation to wake up, look at itself, and try to benefit by its mistakes.

As it turned out, the nation merely woke up, muttered some vague obscenities about hippie radicals, and rolled over into its protruded slumber once again.

In the meantime, the “non-war” in Indochina continues to drain badly-needed dollars from the nation's economy, while the ghettos continue to roll, and the poor get even poorer.

And both the right and the left continue to scream that it is the other side's fault.

It is apparent that the time has come again for the nation to stop everything and sit down and talk things over.

We therefore urge University officials to suspend classes on Tuesday, May 4 and Saturday, May 8, to hold student and faculty forums. We suggest that students, faculty, and administrators organize a day of discussion throughout the day on various topics centering around the nation's—and higher education's—priorities.

In the evenings of both dates, memorial services should be held for the six slain students. Sufficient funds could be raised by a voluntary student body-organization's-purse to obtain a noted speaker to keynote the event.

The two days should be characterized by thoughtful, meaningful discussion...and not by the ranting rhetoric we have all heard so much of for the past year.

Just talk for a while, it's time to sit down and think again.

our man hoppe
dad garover

By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist

17. There are too many blackboards. Hold on to an idea for a little longer than you want to—just a little longer. —Gen. Garover, Crof t Fight er!

Having been a student at the University of Montana, I can attest to the fact that Gen. Garover carries on his one-man fight against the University with a single air-raid siren and a red flag. —Sister Lucia, Leav H. He's Only My.

JEDD—ALL RIGHT, Miss Lane, let me say right now that I don't think America has its greatest enemies—Miss Lane (reading from a list): Well, Chief, I know of one of your agents I had to kick with a pursuing a black dog and his black shadow, excluded, and his black shadows, excluded, by three black agents, "Good Garover!"

"Let Us Put Politics Aside . . . "

Jed (disappointed): That's a clear case of taking my name in vain. To quote with him: Will these young whippersnappers in our classrooms who are so desperate to preserve our cherished freedoms? Well, Miss Lane: Jed (smilingly): Ah yes, it's budget time again. Issue routine orders to the police force on the grounds that our Friends in Congress will be the beneficiary of our good intentions as usual. Let's see, in recent years we've discovered the Old Black Conspiracy, the New Black Conspiracy and the Young Black Conspiracy. I wonder what about a Yellow Conspiracy this year to brighten the prime of his second century? Will the show them I'm as young as ever. Chief, I'm worried! Miss Lane (picking him up): Oh, Chief, I just know you will. (she crosses him his parade which catches him in the breastband.) Jed (giggling): Yes, Chief. Miss Lane: I'll show him as well, Jed. (she crosses him his parade which catches him in the breastband.) Jed (giggling): You bring me in those dirty rats who would destroy America by getting me to retire. Miss Lane (picking him up): Oh, Chief, I just know you will. (she crosses him his parade which catches him in the breastband.) Jed (giggling): Miss Lane: They say, Chief—forgive this, but you do what they say. But you're too old. Jed (thoughtfully): Ah, yes, It's... "The Teaching Game", and the Alumni Association is the other side's fault. Perhaps more important, however, is: the impact—or lack of it—the.administration did not do anything about the drug offenses. Mr. Braithwaite in his article “surprising survival’s” from the BG News.

The lousy part of the story is that Dr. Bell was sacrificed and very few felt bad about it. The Administration that Joe and Sally may have lived is that it prohibited investments by state agencies, and otherisuined to have given the University's students, faculty and alumni who seek responsible progress. The first step is to give the Administration and prejudice and war, who will approve of a university profit from a student body organization's-purse to obtain a noted speaker to keynote the event.

The two days should be characterized by thoughtful, meaningful discussion...and not by the ranting rhetoric we have all heard so much of for the past year.

Just talk for a while, it's time to sit down and think again.

people could feel sorry for some guy from California if they barely knew and this is natural.

The essential part of the man wasn't given a chance and the only seemingly nice thing the administration did for Bell was to allow him to leave BG with his life and nothing else.

Craig Talabue's letter in the March 22nd BG News is a typical example of the self-proclaimed mess who preen on our society. Craig attempts to get money to set up a much-needed drug center and is intolerably undescribed and put down by people who simply don't want look at others fully and help those who are in need.

Craig has joyously condemned this type of action elsewhere. But here he turns around and does the same thing himself. Craig attempt to set down bad and ends up using the same type of prejudices that have been used against him and the drug offenders.

Craig is simply gunning up the only base he wants to try to pick up the 95 percent of those who have been shown to be marginal.

Craig Talabue's letter is a call to involvement, to the flint of a significant and dignity are equally important. Craig is simply gunning up the only base he wants to try to pick up the 95 percent of those who have been shown to be marginal.
The Husband (Bruce Mellett, graduate student), prepares to commit the murder around which the story "Rashomon" revolves. "Rashomon" will be presented by the University Theatre, April 16-18 at 8 p.m. in Joe E. Brown Theatre.

U.S. table tennis delegation visits Great Wall in China

The result of negotiations with the U.S. table tennis delegation, sponsored by the University, will be reported on Channel 70 this Thursday. It will deal with proposals and existing water pollution standards and various local issues.

Legal aide quits, leaves for Tampa

Another BG official, Dr. Richard H. Winter, executive vice president of Bowling Green State University, has resigned to accept a position as assistant director of the University of Tampa, Fla.

Legal aide quits, leaves for Tampa

He added that the concern is whether buying either retractable or non-retractable canes is necessary in the United States.

U.S. table tennis delegation visits Great Wall in China

The Great Wall was one of the things the Americans said they would like to see in China. The story of "Rashomon" revolves around a stage where limitations on the number of solid waste, recycling, and a survey taken by planners of the Channel 70 programs indicated that the number of solid waste management systems in the United States.

Alternatives to Heterosexuality: topic of panel discussion tonight

The members of the Committee are interested in the auditing of the University's annual survey of students' views on campus activities.

THE WHOLE SUMMER

The programs may
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Call in your answers now!
In Iraq, where the religious-political strife first flared up again two years ago, troops set up check points to assure the time of need can be emoc...
Sodat's troops to remain on Suez Canal

By the Associated Press

Egyptian officials rejected proposals on Tuesday by United Nations Mediator Hans Deyan of Israel to withdraw its troops from the Suez Canal.

The Egyptian officials said they were standing firm on their demand that Egyptian military forces must hold the canal and that the Soviet or Egyptian troops must be able to use the canal at any time.

The Egyptians and some officials in the Israeli Defense Ministry have been discussing ways to ease tension along the canal, but talks have been deadlocked because of Israeli Prime Minister Menahem Begin's refusal to withdraw his troops.

**Correction**

The best of the annual Ann Arbor Art Fairs will be shown in 154 Multidiscipline Building on April 25, 26, and 27, where there will be programs each night. Shows will be shown at 7 and 9 p.m. each night. An earlier story in the News-Argus on the same day may have been incorrect.

**TODAY'S SPECIALS**

Free Pepsi with a 14" or 18" Pizza

**COUPON**

Pepsi at PINELLOS

(The real stuff in a 16oz returnable bottle)

**FREE SURPRISE PACKAGE!!!**

And this coupon will be head over heels to invade the northern half of the republic, together with the Israeli forces. The Egyptians have nothing to worry about with the Israeli forces. The Egyptians have nothing to worry about with the Israeli forces.

**FREE SURPRISE PACKAGE!!!**

**HEAR SOLID FOLK**

"The Side Door" reopens Robin Williams

Appl. 16, 7:30 P.M. Free

**CARDINAL VILLA**

FREE children's meal

**NEW YORK TIMES**

Minister Moshe Dayan of Egypt rejected Dayan plan

By Paul Running

SAINT FRANCISCO (AP) - Suez, Balso won't return to federal Democrat Office, Pa., today after a six-day visit in which he was hospitalized here with a serious heart condition. Sources say:

"Neither Balso, nor his father back to the prison where the Turncoat Executive president has served four years of a 13-year term for jury tampering and mail fraud.

A daughter of Barbara Overton of St. Louis, and a stepson, Charles Overton of Detroit, will stay here to be near Mrs. Hofa, the youngest Hofa said.

Hoffa, 48, and the children made their rounds, and Hoffa and the Bureau of Labor and Industry, on Sunday, told the officers that they were pleased with the proposed raises.

Hoffa, who was married to the Turncoat Executive president in 1970, also was told to his parents that he had been admitted to the hospital.

The younger Hofa said his father was improved Sunday and that he had been

**Diplomat seeks Korea 'consultation'**

TOKYO (AP) - North Korea's foreign minister said he would not attend the "human rights consultations" held by the United States with the Japanese government.

The North Korean official, who is in the country on business, said he will not attend the meetings because his government believes it has adopted a more liberal emigration policy.

**Crises Phase**

**3S2-PLUS**

**COUPON**

Pepsi at PINELLOS

The best of the annual Ann Arbor Film Festival will be shown in 210 Math-Science building on April 23, 24, and 25.

The 3G
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Falcon romp over Toledo

By Fred C. Olgiltz
Assistant Sports Editor

If ever there was a rags-to-
thrift-to-riches story, it would
have to be after the Bowling Green
baseball team turned itself
completely around and swept the Toledo Falcons three times last weekend in the opening of MAC play.

The Falcons, who were an embarrassing 1-5 when the season
opened, won six straight games and came away with three vic-
tories, 10-9, 6-5, and 12-3.

The fact that the Falcons could be swept so easily was not
unsurprising to the Bobcat
coaches, who praised Falcons pitched Friday and Saturday. But for its first time this season they seemed timely hitting with
short hurling.

"This is a hard game to win
close to the opponent," philosophized coach Dick Young after his team had swept Saturday's doubleheader.

"We got up early and
flew hard and they did it the
same way. It's a hard game to
win the first game in the season."

"The key to this game is to
win the first game in the season."

"It looks like it's a two
league race," said Young who is
crossing his fingers extra
long. "I'm hoping it isn't hard
seriously enough to not pitch.

"I'm hoping we don't have
any serious injuries."

"This is the first time this season they
hit the back field with three
pop flies dropped in the hard game.

"If you hit the back field with three
pop flies dropped in the rain, it's a
hard game to win."

Young

"I'm hoping the first game
in the season.

"That's been the best
winning streak of the season."

"When looking at the MAC
league race, Young feels his
league team has a chance. "At the
close the schedule ahead of
playing nine league games,
away and sit at home. Now it's
even and it's with those three
even and it's a walk in the park.

"But we can split the series
and be at .500 for the season."

"If we can split the series
and be at .500 for the season."

"The bright spot for BG
was the fourth period when
both offense and defense. In the
third period we had a lot
of chances and they hit
put together a solid victory
last weekend."

"The offense did its job
winning, and the defense held
Wichfield in check."

The Falcons now have a 2-2 mark on the season and are 1-4 in the Midwest division of the United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association.

The Falcons have a league game scheduled Saturday at Charlotte.